
Art, Design, & Digital Culture FNAR-264-910  Summer 2013    comberg

Project Summary

1 Sounds, Shapes, Patterns, Wearables  May 20–28 (Figure/ground, abstraction, manual and digital drawing, intro 

to tools, art/design practice)  

Interpret sounds>descriptive words> hand sketching>vectors>pattern studies>composition/wearables

Readings: The Pattern Which Connects, Tietenberg; Ornament is Crime, Loos

2 Code, Repetition, Composition (Processing charrette)  May 28–Jun 4  (Coding, repetition, abstraction, vector 

drawing, procedural thinking)

Using preexisting programs in Processing, modify code to produce pattern studies. Write original code to further 

explore this environment, document your process as a series of images and code variations, output and re-work in 

Illustrator, produce final works for screen and print display. 

Readings: Form + Code in Design, Art, and Architecture, Reas; Computer Science for the Rest of Us, Stross; Program 

or Be Programmed, Rushkoff

• In-class code workshop

3 Light Space Modulator Jun 4–Jun 11  (Manual and digital sketching, materials research, 3-dimensional design, 

manual and digital modeling/fabrication, testing, installation)

Using László Moholy-Nagy’s Light Space Modulator (1930), as a starting point, and the PennDesign Fabrication 

Lab as a resource, design proposals for a 3-dimensional structure that demonstrates an  interplay of light and 

shadow—built upon code and pattern work from project 2.  

Readings: Magic Box: Craft and the Computer, Crow; Digital Craft. A New Wave…; Tangible Digital, Eye Magazine

• Fab lab demo and laser cutter time, outside class

4 Icon Dialog/Public Intervention Jun 11–Jun 18  (Graphic translations/Collective Language and modular 

composition/public installation)

What happens when you express something unexpected in a public space? In this project you’ll create an 

intervention in a specific public space, initiating a dialog using a vocabulary of symbols or icons. 

Readings: Critical Design FAQ/Critical Design Is, Dunne & Raby; Conversations With the Network, Khoi Vinh

5 Photo Narrative  Jun 18–Jun 27  (Photography, image editing, 3-dimensional design, order of images, story 

development, animation)

Design a photographic narrative based on a memory, situation, object or text. Complete as an installation, book, 

film, animation or other narrative structure—medium is open. 

Readings: Notes on Narrative 2013, Comberg; Photography Changes Everything, Heiferman

• Photoshop animation and Final Cut Pro tutorials, outside class

Portfolio Jun 25–Jun 27

Design and produce a compelling visual presentation of work produced with a brief artists’ statement to be 

submitted at final critique/review, Jun 27.

More details at class blog:

addcsummer2013.wordpress.com

































void setup() {
  size(575,575);
  smooth();
}
void draw(){
  background (255);
 // translate(height/2, width/2);
  for(int x = 575; x >= 100; x -= 25){
   // for(int c = 0; c <= 250; c+= 12.5){
 rect(abs(x-575)/2, abs(x-575)/2, x, x);
  
  noFill();
}
}



















This is an acclaimed author.
Sponsored by the University of Pennsylvania’s English Department  

and the Fine Arts Department.


























